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ABSTRACT

In J 990, the apinion ofseveral menial health professionals in tllret!
un~ities in Nw Zmland uw thai "We don 'tluJw mulJiple personality disurder(MPD) here. ..While in NroJ ZLalandJorJou r m011lhs
in /992, the author contacletlthero!'ists who tkaU wilh victims oj
abuse and was able to quickly locate a number ojcasa oj AfPD and
to carry out S01lU! tmining. nit' "explosion" oj awareness oj MPD
has euidently begun tllDt'.
In February of 1990, while in New Zealand investigating
locations for a sabbatical leave research project on self-pluralism (Altrocchi, McReynolds, & House, 1990), I talked to
several promincnt mental health professionals in three uni\'ersities about multiple personality disorder (MPD). They
all said, "Wedon't have that problem here."ThusNew Zealand
was another example (c.r.. Takahashi, ]990) ofa country in
which many highly qualified mental health professionals
believed MPD to be non-cxistent or extremely rare. New
Zealand provided a puzzling example because: (I) evidence
is increasing that MPD is not a totally culture-bound phenomenon (Coons. Bowman, K1uft, & Milstein, 1991); (2)
New Zealand has exactly the kind of individualistic society
in which the self is seen as separate and autonomous, and
wberecbild abuse is frequent but covert, and therefore where
MPD would be expected to be frequent (Martinez~Taboas.
1991); and (3) there has been a report oCa case resembling
MPDin 'ewZealand (Chancellor&Fraser, 1982). Therefore.
I decided to informally investigate the possible presence of
MPD in New Zealand while there for four months in 1992
on sabbaticallcave.
I followed Colin Ross's suggestion (in a convcrsation at
the November] 990 meeting of the International Society for
theStudyofMultiple Personality and Dissociation, ISSMP&D),
which was to seek out peoplc helping victims ofv.drious kinds
of abuse. In each of tv.'o major New Zealand cities where r
resided for five to ten weeks. I made calls to crisis selVices
for abuse victims. It was quickly apparent that people managing and serving in such services believed that ~lPD exists

in New Zealand because they had received occasional calls
from people presenting difJerent alters themselves. or reponing phenomena that sounded like switching in relatives. TIle
managers put me in touch with therapists to whom they
referred particularly distressed callers, and with one former
caller who wanted to confer with me. This highly intelligent
24-)'ear-old woman brought with her a copy of her hospital
records from 1980, when she had been twelve years old. Her
problems at that time fitted the criteria for MPD except that
there had been no amnesia among the alters. She has recovered and is functioning very well and creatively.
TIle first therapist 1 called was eager to confer with me.
She was first alerted to MPD by a crisis caller who presented
different names and voices during different calls. This therapisl began to wonder about MPD in an ongoing client of
hers, and then went to the 1991 ISSMP&D meeting in
Chicago at her own expense. She came back to New Zealand
feeling supported and more knowledgeable and was able to
diagnose her client's problems as MPD, which I was able to
confinn in our three-hour conference. This therapist has
now diagnosed MPD in two more of her clients, has helped
two colleagues make the diagnosis in clients of theirs, and
has presented a public program on MPD which was attended b)' almost 100 people despite atrocious weather. $e\'eral
of the attendees had been wondcring about MPD in patients
of theirs; and several other attendees believed they were relatives of multiples.
In the second city. I followed the same simple steps and
ended up giving programs on MPD to two groups of crisisline volunteers (many of whom had encountered MPI}-like
phenomena), graduatc students in clinical psychology, and
to two different groups of six psychotherapists, in each of
which one therapist said she was already seeing at least one
M.PD client. One of the therapists insisted that. "lbe MPD
explosion that you have experienced for a decade in North
America has already started here." J consulted for a total of
six hours with three therapists who had a total ofthree clients
in ongoing therapy (I am convinced thal the diagnosis was
correct in all three), and talked to a physician-psychologist
professional who had been involved with prisons and who
said. "Of course MPD is here, in spades, if )'OU know where
and how to look." In addition, my investigation of MPD in
New Zealand was the subject of a feature article on MPD in
the newspaper which resulted in a number of calls to the
newspaper. It led to at least two ongoing clients reporting
to their therapists that, "The problem described in that newspaper artide is the problem I have." These self~iagnoses
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were neither confirmed nOT disconfinued by the therapislS
during my Stay.
Evidently. MPD does indeed occur in New Zealand, manifested by exactly the same kinds ofsymptoms, histories, and
therapeutic processes thal we are familiar with in the U.S.
and Canada. The ~explosion,~ composed of.societal and professional awakening to the phenomenon, has already start~
ed. As ex~cted. some of me most highly trained mental
health professionals still believe, "It (almost) never happens
here." Frequency and epidemiology of the disorder in New
Zealand, ofcourse, remain unknown. Fortunately, a few professionals have started some training in the hope that there
can be enough trained therapists to handle the probable
upsurge in numbers of patienlS seeking help for dissociative disorders.
For North American experts investigating the frequency of MPD in countries where it is believed to be rare, but
where mere is reason to belieye that it may not be rare, 1
can suggest an elaboration of what Colin Ross said to me:
Seek Out crisis volunteers and merapislS who work with various kinds ofabuse victims, offer to give talks, interviews with
media, and consultations, balancing your intereSl in MPD
wim the caution thal we don't \\-<lIll to go overboard by overdiagnosing, and see what happens. It can be an exciting contribution to awareness in this field. •
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